OAV Infrastructure Alliance
Chairman:
• Tbc, Volkswagen AG

Goals:
• Improvement of the infrastructure in Asian countries as well as support of activities of German companies in the field of infrastructure

Structure and functions:
• Events, exchange and networking with German major companies, planners or complementary providers as well as Asian decision-makers
• Voice for issues regarding infrastructure towards politics, bundling of interests as well as contact to political decision-makers
• Market information and overview of infrastructure projects, norms and certifications for early strategic business development processes
• specific working groups chaired by German companies from the respective area for discussion of specific topics
• Project based organization platform (e.g. „Smart City China Report“)
• Chairman as the official representative being responsible for the strategic orientation of the working group; representation towards politics, Asian representatives etc.

• 4 specific working groups chaired by OAV-member companies from the relevant area to address specific topics, events, queries etc.